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Infinity sound 
from a small package 

Filling a room with sound once 
required giant speakers that 
had more in common with 
furniture than high fidelity. 
Thankfully, those days have 
passed. As proof, we offer the 
Infinity Minuette. A loudspeaker 
whose full sound and dynamic 
range belie its incredibly 
compact size. 

The Minuette is a truly versatile 
performer, equally impressive 
whether resting on a shelf or 
wall-mounted as part of a full 
surround home theater system. 

The Minuette Center Channel 
is the centerpiece of a truly 
impressive home entertainment 
system. With its D'Appolito 
speaker configuration, the 
Center Channel provides 
panoramic theater sound. At 
the same time, it greatly enhances 
dialog for life-like sound. 

true-to-life dialog 



for fun . . . 
On their own, the multi-purpose 
satellites are an ideal way to enhance 
any audio system. If you own a 
surround sound equipped receiver, 
choose the Surround Pac (two 
satellites and a voice-matched center 
channel) and you instantly turn your 
existing two-way system into an 
impressive surround system. 

for music & movies 
Team the Minuettes with an Infinity 
powered subwoofer and you've got 
an incredibly musical, yet surprisingly 
affordable system. And if a home 
entertainment system is your goal, 
you can pair the Minuette Theater 
Pac (four satellites and a center 
channel) with a subwoofer with 
any surround sound receiver for 
complete cinematic sound. 

Unlike most satellite loudspeakers, the Infinity Minuette's shielded woofer and 
polycarbonate tweeter offer true two-way sound. The Minuette's design produces 
crisper, more realistic highs and clearer midrange for incredible music and soundtrack 
reproduction. Choose from Minuette's black finish to match high-tech AA/ 
components, or the white finish to seamlessly blend in with surrounding walls. 

Infinity 

clearly surrounded 

From the den to the dorm room, Minuette loudspeakers 
offer maximum performance while occupying minimal space. 

Mumdte 



MINUETTE 

Specifications 
Minuette Satellite Minuette Center Channel 

Frequency Response 200 Hz-20kHz 150 Hz-20kHz 

Crossover Frequency 5 kHz 5kHz 
Sensitivity 87 dB @ 1 watt, 1 meter 87 dB @ 1 watt, 1 meter 
Nominal Impedance compatible with 8 ohms compatible with 8 ohms 
Power Rating Use with amplifiers rated 

between 1 5 and 80 
watts RMS 

Use with amplifiers rated 
between 15 and 80 
watts RMS 

Drivers 31/2" shielded woofer 
and 1/2" polycarbonate 
tweeter with acoustic lens 

31/2" shielded woofers (2) 
and 1/2" polycarbonate 
tweeter with acoustic lens 
in D'Appolito configuration 

Cabinet Finish Black or Infinity White Black only 
Dimensions 43/4"W x 7"H x 33/4"D 

(119 x 175 x 94 mm) 
10V2"Wx43/4"H X 33/4"D 
(268 x 119 x 94 mm) 

©1995 Infinity Systems, Inc. 20630 Nordhoff Street, Chatsworth, CA 91311 USA FAX (818) 993-7614 TEL (818) 407-0228 
H A Harman International Company 

Four satellites and one voice-matched center channel Two satellites and one voice-matched center channel 

Minuette Surround Pac Includes: Minuette Theater Pac Includes: 

Use a Minuette system with (lie Infinity Micro passive subwoofer for 
incredibly powerful ye( cost-effective results. 

Infinity constantly strives to update and improve existing products, as well as create new ones. Therefore, the specifications and construction details on this Infinity publication are subject to change without notice. 

Infinity 
There is nothing beyond Infinity™ 
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